Abstract
Introduction
The maximum deflection of a multi-storey building is a vital piece of information as its magnitude should always be restricted in one way or another. Unfortunately, its determination represents a formidable task as the three-dimensional behaviour of the building leads to a complex problem where a great number of stiffness and geometrical characteristics are involved. Interaction among the bracing units occurs and, mainly due to their different type of deformation, they have an effect on one another. In addition, in the general case when the bracing system is not doubly symmetric, lateral movements are combined with rotation.
The area of the lateral problem is very well researched and documented and a great number of methods -too many to list here -have been made available for the handling of the pure sway problem. However, the situation is markedly different when lateral deflection is accompanied by rotation, i.e., when the building has an asymmetric bracing system arrangement. The saying "There is no such thing as a twist-free building" is well known in the structural engineering community, both in practice and among researchers; still, due to the complexity of the three-dimensional behaviour, the torsional problem has not been thoroughly investigated, let alone solved in a comprehensive manner. Considerable efforts have been made regarding the torsional behaviour of individual structural elements [3, 10] but the global torsional behaviour of whole structural systems is a less cultivated area. Even the widely used treasure house of structural engineering research [12] only deals with symmetric wall-frame buildings that do not twist. There are some excellent publications that offer relatively simple solution for the global torsional problem [2, 3, [5] [6] [7] 9 , 11] but they are either still too complicated or of limited applicability and none of them is backed up with a comprehensive accuracy analysis. All the above shortcomings were addressed in a recent paper [15] which offered a closed-form solution for the maximum rotation of regular multi-storey buildings. However, that solution is still fairly complicated and, as it will be shown in this paper, its accuracy can significantly be improved.
To handle this three-dimensional problem in a simple way seems to be a hopeless task using conventional tools. However, by relying on an analogy between bending and torsion, a relatively simple solution can be produced. The aim of this paper is threefold: (a) to establish a new model for the analysis using this analogy, (b) to produce a simple closed-form solution for the rotation of a building, that clearly shows the contribution of the different stiffness characteristics to the torsional resistance and (c) to show how the proposed method can be used for the determination of the maximum deflection of multi-storey asymmetric building structures. Although large frameworks and even whole buildings are now routinely analysed using computer packages, the proposed method may be useful from several aspects. It helps the structural engineer to understand the complex three-dimensional behaviour and thus enables him/her to manipulate the stiffnesses and the location of the bracing units in such a way that optimum structural arrangement is achieved. The proposed method may also prove to be useful at the preliminary design stage when quick checks are needed with different structural arrangements. Its usefulness cannot be overemphasized for checking the results of a finite element (computer-based) analysis when the input procedure may involve tens of thousands of data and mishandling one datum may have catastrophic consequences.
The continuum method will be used and it will be assumed for the analysis that the structures under uniformly distributed horizontal load are
• regular in the sense that their characteristics do not vary over the height
• at least four storeys high with identical storey heights
• sway structures with built-in lower end at ground floor level and free upper end and that
• the floor slabs have great in-plane and small out-of-plane stiffness
• the deformations are small and the material of the structures is linearly elastic
• the torsional stiffnesses of the individual bracing cores are negligible (compared to the global torsional stiffnesses of the bracing system).
2 Three-dimensional behaviour. The solution of the planar problem When a multi-storey wall-frame building of asymmetric bracing system arrangement is subjected to horizontal load, the structure responds in a complex manner and develops both lateral displacements and rotation over the height of the building. The two phenomena can be separated, making it possible to deal with the deflection and rotation problems independently of each other. The procedure is demonstrated in Fig. 1 where the resultant of the horizontal load (per unit height) is represented by w = w*L. Force w passing through centroid C is transferred to shear centre O where it is accompanied by torque m = wx c . Force w in the shear centre only causes uniform lateral displacements while torque m only develops rotations around the shear centre axis enabling the separate treatment of the two phenomena. Accordingly, the deflection at any location is expressed by
where v o is the uniform part of the deflection caused by force w in the shear centre and v ϕ is the other part of the deflection cased by torque m = wx c .
The maximum deflection of the building develops at the top at one of the corner points of the plan of the building:
where H is the height of the building, x max is the distance of the corner point (where the maximum deflection occurs) from the shear centre and ϕ(H) is the angle of rotation.
Let's deal with the planar problem first. The case when the resultant of the external load passes through the shear centrethe planar problem -is discussed in detail in [16] . The maximum deflection of such a system of frameworks, shear walls and cores can be obtained using the ith unit of the system:
The three terms in Eq. (3) clearly identify three phenomena: the deflection is characterized by the bending and shear modes (as defined by the first and second terms) and their interaction (third term). The interaction is always beneficial as it always reduces the deflection.
Two possibilities are differentiated in using Eq. (3): (a) the system of f frameworks and m shear walls/cores is considered as it is (the "simple" method) or (b) the system is first reduced to f frameworks by incorporating the m stiffnesses of the shear walls/cores into the original frameworks creating f new frameworks (the "more accurate" method).
In both cases the calculation is based on the three characteristic stiffnesses of the ith framework. Term K i represents the shear stiffness:
with r i being a modifier:
The shear stiffness has two "components"; K b,i is related to the beams while K c,i is linked to the columns of the framework. They are defined as
where E is the modulus of elasticity, h is the storey height and l is the bay. Second moments of area I b,i and I c,i are the sums of the second moments of area of the beams and columns, respectively, of the ith framework. The local bending stiffness of the ith framework is defined as
where modifier r i is used to avoid the overrepresentation of the bending stiffness of the columns [4, 14] . The global bending stiffness of the ith framework is given by
where A c, j is the cross-sectional area of the jth column of the ith framework, t j is its distance from the centroid of the crosssections and n is the number of columns. The sum of the local and global bending stiffnesses represents the total bending stiffness of the framework:
Eq. (3) also contains some auxiliary quantities:
Finally, apportioner q i defines the load share on the ith bracing unit. Its value is determined using the "governing" stiffnesses of the bracing units. The "governing" stiffness of the ith bracing unit is defined as the reciprocal of the maximum (in-plane) deflection of the unit in question:
When the "governing" stiffnesses are available, the apportioner is calculated as
Eq. (3) can be used for the determination of the maximum deflections v i (H). For this purpose, an arbitrary value of apportioner q i , say q i = 1, can be used, as its value eventually drops out of the calculations.
To ensure best accuracy, when the apportioners -and load shares -are determined, the co-called "more accurate" method should be used -see [16] for detailed explanation. It is only mentioned here that according to the "more accurate" method, the problem of f + m frameworks and shear walls/cores is reduced to the problem f frameworks. This is done by incorporating the stiffnesses of the m shear walls and cores into the original f frameworks, according to the "governing" stiffnesses of the original frameworks. This procedure results in f new frameworks as reflected by Eq. (12) where summation goes from 1 to f .
The torsional problem -whose solution ϕ is also needed in Eq. (2) -will be discussed in detail in the next section.
The torsional problem
Two totally different approaches can be considered for handling the torsional problem. A complete procedure can be followed from scratch by examining the equilibrium of the bracing system. This leads to a very lengthy procedure -as is demonstrated by the derivation related to a bracing system consisting of shear walls and cores only [14] . The other possibility is the application of the well-known analogy in the stress analysis of thin-walled structures in bending and torsion [8, 13] . This avenue is followed here. According to the analogy, translations, bending moments and shear forces correspond to rotation, warping moments and torsional moments, respectively.
The first step in applying the bending-torsion analogy is the establishment of the corresponding stiffnesses. The characteristic stiffnesses with the bending analysis are the local bending stiffness, the global bending stiffness and the shear stiffness given by Eqs. (7), (8) and (4), respectively. The corresponding stiffnesses for the torsional analysis are as follows.
Stiffness EI is the local bending stiffness with the deflection analysis. The corresponding stiffness with the torsional analysis is the local warping torsional stiffness:
where t is the perpendicular distance of the bracing unit in question from the shear centre Fig. 2 .
Stiffness EI g is the global bending stiffness with the deflection analysis. The corresponding stiffness with the torsional analysis is the global warping torsional stiffness:
The total warping torsional stiffness is the sum of the local and global torsional stiffnesses:
Stiffness K is the shear stiffness with the deflection analysis. The corresponding stiffness with the torsional analysis is the Saint-Venant torsional stiffness:
In addition to stiffnesses Eqs. (13), (14) and (16), the individual bracing units -especially the cores -may have their "own" warping and Saint-Venant torsional stiffnesses but they are normally small and, in accordance with the basic assumption made in the Introduction, they are neglected here.
Before the analogy is fully utilised, the location of the shear centre has to be established as it is needed for the determination of the above torsional stiffnesses. The shear centre is defined as the centre of the "governing" stiffnesses of the bracing units. The "governing" stiffness of each bracing unit is given by Eq. (11) where the maximum deflection is needed. It is obtained using Eq. (3). In the case of a shear wall or a core, Eq. (3) reduces to its first term.
With the "governing" stiffnesses of the bracing units, the calculation of the location of the shear centre is best carried out in the co-ordinate systemx −ȳ, whose origin lies in the upper left corner of the plan of the building and whose axes are aligned with the sides of the building Fig. 2 :
In the above formulaē x i ,ȳ i are the perpendicular distances of the ith bracing unit fromȳ andx f is the number of frameworks m is the number of shear walls / cores S x,i S y,i are the "governing" stiffnesses by Eq. (11) in direction x and y
The solution of the torsional problem
All the stiffnesses and other geometrical characteristics are now available for the application of the analogy. Looking at the derivations of the lateral (sway) problem [16] , two possibilities may be considered. With the sway problem, two procedures were developed: the "simple" method and the "more accurate" method. As the term suggests, the "simple" method offers a simple solution while the "more accurate" method results in a more accurate albeit more complicated solution. Careful investigation of the two procedures automatically answers the question "Which procedure to adopt?". The more accurate method was developed by incorporating the stiffnesses of the shear walls and cores into the frameworks. This approach makes it possible to take into consideration the effect of interaction more accurately than the other method, leading to a more accurate solution. With the torsional problem, however, another phenomenon enters the picture. The location of the shear centre plays a very important role and becomes part of the geometrical characteristics. When the stiffnesses of the shear walls and cores are incorporated into the frameworks, the procedure indeed leads to a more accurate handling of the effect of interaction between the shear and bending modes but, at the same time, somewhat distorts the behaviour, as far as the location of the shear centre of the bracing system is concerned. This follows from the fact that by removing some of the bracing units from their original places and creating new, "virtual" frameworks (by incorporating the shear walls and cores into the frameworks), the location of the shear centre of the bracing system is altered. This would be unacceptable with the torsional problem. (As the location of the shear centre was irrelevant with the planar problem, it was possible to make use of the advantage of the "more accurate" method without its detrimental effect.)
It follows that the "simple" method should be applied and the analysis must centre on the original system of f frameworks and m shear walls/cores when the analogy is used for the solution of the torsional problem. In doing so, and using the torsional stiffnesses introduced by Eqs. (13), (14), (15) and (16), the governing differential equation of the torsional problem is obtained as
where subscript i refers to the ith bracing unit. Auxiliary quantities κ i and a i are identical to those used in the planar problem, i.e., they are given by Eq. (10). This follows from the fact that when the step-by-step requirements of the analogy are met and the corresponding stiffnesses are matched, moment arms t i drop out of the formulae. Eq. (18) also contains the total torsional moment (per unit height) on the bracing system:
Torsional apportioner q ω,i in Eq. (18) plays the same role as q i in the planar case. Its value is obtained using the "governing" torsional stiffnesses of the bracing units. The "governing" torsional stiffness of the ith bracing unit is defined as
where v i (H) is the maximum deflection of the ith bracing unit. The torsional apportioner can now be determined:
Note that summation goes from 1 to f + m. The torsional moment share on the ith bracing unit is
Finally, in completing the application of the analogy, the formula for the rotation emerges as
Bearing in mind that the above rotation calculated using the characteristics of the ith bracing unit is identical to the rotation of the building and that maximum rotation develops at z = H, the formula for the maximum rotation emerges as
Auxiliary quantity s i is given in Eq. (10). Naturally, Eq. (24) is identical to Eq. (3) in structure. The torsional mode is characterized by the warping and Saint-Venant torsional modes and the resulting rotation is reduced by the effect of the interaction between the two modes. The interaction is always beneficial. Eq. (24) (together with Eqs. (13), (14), (15) and (16) also demonstrate that the rotations of the building can be reduced by increasing the bending and shear stiffnesses of the bracing units and, perhaps more importantly, by increasing the effective (perpendicular) distances of the bracing units from the shear centre. However, the most efficient way of reducing rotations (to zero) is to minimise the external torque (to zero) by eliminating the arm of the wind load, in other words, by creating a bracing system where the resultant of the wind load passes through the shear centre.
Practical application: worked example
When the formula for the maximum deflection was developed above, the presentation followed an order that was most suitable for, and in line with, the theoretical considerations. For practical applications, however, it is advisable to follow a different order to simplify and minimize the amount of calculation.
The procedure is best carried out in four steps.
1 The basic stiffness characteristics, the maximum deflection, the "governing" stiffness (and, if needed, the apportioner) for each bracing unit are calculated (EI, EI g , K, v max , S , q).
2 The maximum deflection of the shear centre axis is determined after incorporating the stiffnesses of the shear walls and cores into the frameworks in the relevant direction {Eq. (3)}.
3 Having determined the location of the shear centre and then the torsional stiffnesses of the bracing units, the maximum rotation of the system is determined {Eq. (24)}. 4 The maximum deflection of the building is obtained by adding up its two components {Eq. (2)}.
This procedure is demonstrated below using a 28-storey building whose layout is shown in Fig. 3 . The building is subjected to a uniformly distributed horizontal load of intensity w * = 1 kN/m 2 .
The bracing system consists of four frameworks, three shear walls and a U-core. The storey-height is h = 3 m and the total height of the building is H = 28 x 3 = 84 m. The modulus of elasticity is E = 25 x 10 6 kN/m 2 . The cross-sectional characteristics of the bracing units are given in Table 1 
= 71111 · 0.75 = 53333 kN which also furnishes the value of modifier r 1 = 0.75. The local bending stiffness is given by Eq. (7):
The global bending stiffness is calculated using Eq. (8):
The sum of the local and global stiffnesses [Eq. (9) 
the maximum deflection of the framework is calculated using Eq. (3) (with q 1 = 1): The governing stiffness of the framework is given by Eq. (11):
Shear wall W5 (Bracing Unit 5)
The maximum (in-plane) deflection and the stiffness of shear wall W5 are obtained using the first term in Eq. U-core (Bracing Unit 6) {Only I x, 6 and deflection in plane zy are relevant}
The maximum deflection and the stiffness of the core are calculated using the first term of Eq. (3) (with q 6 = 1) and Eq. (11), respectively: 
Shear wall W2 (Bracing Units 7 and 8)
The maximum (in-plane) deflection and the stiffness of shear wall W2 are obtained using the first term in Eq. (3) (with q 7 = 1) and Eq. (11), respectively, as
The maximum deflection of the shear centre axis The participating bracing units are the four frameworks (1, 2, 3, 4), shear wall 5 (5) and the U-core (6). There is no need for the calculation of load shares as the four frameworks are identical. It is sufficient to consider one framework only which takes one fourth of the external load. It is also sufficient to consider one framework (when the shear wall and core are incorporated into the frameworks) which takes one fourth of the bending stiffnesses of the shear wall and the core. The local bending stiffness of this new framework, say F7 * , is The participating bracing units are the four frameworks (F7), the three shear walls (W5, W2 and W2) and the U-core. The U-core is only "active" in plane yz (with I x,6 ) as the length of its other (perpendicular) moment arm is zero (t 6 y = 0).
The location of the shear centre and then the torsional stiffnesses of the bracing units are needed first. Because of symmetry, only one of the two co-ordinates needs calculation. Based on Eq. (17), the shear centre co-ordinates arē The maximum rotation of the building can now be determined using Eq. (22) and Eq. (24) which, because Bracing Unit 5 is a shear wall, reduces to its first term (and I f ω reduces to I ω ): 
Accuracy analysis
The result of the worked example offers some indication regarding the accuracy of the proposed method but, clearly, more information is needed if the proposed procedure is to be used for practical application. In order to carry out a comprehensive accuracy analysis, in addition to the worked example above, twelve more bracing system arrangements were created (Fig. 4) using frameworks, shear walls and cores.
These individual bracing units (frameworks F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6 and F7, shear walls W2, W3, W4 and W5 and the Ucore) were all used for the accuracy analysis of the planar solution [16] . The cross-sections of the columns and beams of the frameworks were 0.4 / 0.4 (metre) unless otherwise indicated in Fig. 4 . The storey height and the bays were 3 metres and 6 metres, respectively, in each case. The height of the structures varied from 4 storeys to 80 storeys in nine steps. This resulted in 117 test structures. The bracing units and systems as well as the layouts were chosen in such a way as to cover a wide range of structures. Among the bracing systems, there are bending dominated systems, shear dominated systems, mixed systems, systems dominated by frameworks, systems dominated by shear wall, systems developing dominant lateral deflection, systems very vulnerable to rotations, etc. The modulus of elasticity for the concrete structures was 25 kN/mm 2 .
The Finite Element based computer program Axis (2003) was used for the determination of the maximum deflection of the bracing systems and these results were considered "exact".
The error of the proposed method was defined as the difference between the "exact" and approximate results, related to the "exact" solution. Positive error meant conservative estimates. Table 2 offers a summary regarding the performance of the proposed method giving the range of error, the average absolute error and the maximum error. The maximum deflections were also determined using the "old" method [15] . The comparison shows that the proposed method is much superior concerning the average absolute error and the maximum error. What the table Per. Pol. Civil Eng. Tab. 2. Accuracy of the "old" and proposed methods.
Method
Range of error (%) Average absolute error (%) Maximum error (%)
"Old" method [15] 1 to 23 9 23
Proposed method -7 to 15 5 15 does not show is the ease of use and in this respect the proposed procedure also outperforms the old one by a large margin. The performance of the proposed method over the height of the building is demonstrated in Fig. 5 . The results of the 117 test cases also demonstrated that the beneficial effect of the interaction between the bending and shear (warping and Saint-Venant torsional) modes may be significant in the case of low-rise buildings but as the height of the structures increases this effect becomes rapidly negligible.
Conclusions
The application of the continuum method and the analogy between the bending and torsion of bars make it possible to carry out the torsional analysis of regular multi-storey buildings in a simple manner. The resulting closed-form solution for the maximum rotation of the building offers a clear picture. The torsional behaviour is defined by three distinctive phenomenon: warping torsion, Saint-Venant torsion and the interaction between the two modes. In identifying the key contributors to the torsional resistance, the efficiency of the bracing system can easily be maximised. The interaction between the two modes is always beneficial. However, this interaction -that may be significant for low-rise buildings -rapidly becomes negligible as the height of the structure increases. The formula for the maximum rotation is identical in structure to the formula of the maximum deflection of the shear centre axis and they together lead to the determination of the maximum deflection of asymmetric multistorey buildings in a single and simple step.
As for the accuracy of the proposed method, a comprehensive accuracy analysis of 117 test structures resulted in an error range of 7% to +15%, with a less than 5% absolute average error. Knowing the uncertainties in building materials and inaccuracies in the construction industry, the proposed method is considered accurate enough for either preliminary design or for checking purposes.
